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Swift, Deborah

From: planning.scanning@york.gov.uk
Subject: FW: 24/00506/TCA - The Minster St Peters Cathedral Minster Yard - 

From: Lowson, Harvey <Harvey.Lowson@york.gov.uk>  
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2024 9:54 AM 
To: planning.comments@york.gov.uk 
Cc: Stubbings, Matthew <Matthew.Stubbings@york.gov.uk> 
Subject: RE: 24/00506/TCA - The Minster St Peters Cathedral Minster Yard - Consultation email for Guildhall PP 
 
The London Plane tree is within the adopted highway so the Minster does not have 
to right to prune the tree without City of York Council consent. 
The tree has also had cables strung along its limbs for XMAS lights which I believe 
were put in by YorkBid without my consent. These cables have further damaged the 
tree limbs and make tree climbing hazardous. The tree was inspected for safety in 
January 2024 and it is in good condition with no major visible defects therefore CYC 
has no current plans to prune the tree. 
Around 15 years ago the tree was severely damaged by storms and its centre 
section was blown out creating the wide open crown shape it has now. 
With consent I would allow the tree to be shaped carefully reducing the longest 
lateral limbs by a small percentage to benefit the trees overall shape. The central 
section of the canopy must not be reduced as it needs to recover allowing upright 
limb extension.  
The BS3998 work specification would need to be clearly set out showing which 
parts of the tree would be affected and by how much before an agreement could be 
made and consent given.   
I would not like to see the tree being Pollarded or heavily reduced and the work 
spec in the application is not descriptive or detailed enough for a consent to be 
given. 
 
Harvey Lowson 

Arboricultural Manager  
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